EVENT RULES

CULTURAL EVENTS

Group Dance (Eastern)
- Team size: 6-12 members
- Duration: 6+2 mins
- Props are allowed
- Genre: Indian classical/Folk/Contemporary
- Music CDs to be submitted 1hr prior to the event
- Teams will be judged on the basis of Choreography, Costumes and Overall presentation

Jodi No. 1
- Duration: 5+1 minutes
- Music CD’s to be submitted 1hour prior to the event

Mad Ads
- Team size: 7+1 members
- Duration: 6+2mins
- Props not allowed
- Any form of obscenity will lead to immediate disqualification
- Standard Mad Ads rules apply

Fashion Show
- Team size: 8-12 members
- Duration: 8+2 minutes
- Only one round
- Open theme
- Music CDs to be submitted 1 hour prior to the event
- Accessories, Clothing and Styling will be judged

Group Dance (Western)
- Team size: 6 - 12 members
- Duration: 6+2 minutes
- Music CD’s to be submitted 1hr prior to the event

Solo Dance (Non Classical)
- Free style: folk dance not allowed
- Duration: 4+2 minutes
- Music CD’s to be submitted 1 hour prior to the event

Beat Boxing
- Round 1: Solo performing(1+1 mins)
- Round 2: One on one face off for selected people

Street Dancing
- Two rounds
- Performance round (6 minutes)
- Battle field
- 6-12 members in a team
- Music CD/DVD s to be handed 1 Hour prior to the event
- Use of recorded music is allowed

Antakshari (Hindi and Kannada)
- 2 Members per team
- Round 1: Bollywood/Sandalwood related questions (written)
- Audio based round
- Video based round
- Buzzer round

Light Vocals solo
- Duration: 3+1 minutes
- Karaoke /one accompanist allowed

Instrumental solo
- Duration: 4+1 minutes
- One accompanist allowed

GAMING EVENTS

Counter Strike 1.6
- 4 players per team
- Team with more number of wins will move further
- Play death match
- Re-entry allowed in prelims

NFS Most Wanted
- Solo participants only
- Re-entry allowed in prelims

FIFA’11
- Solo participants
- Re-entries allowed in prelims

Road Rash for Girls
- Solo participant
- Re-entry allowed in prelims

Mini Militia
- Time limit: 6 min 30 sec
- 3 per team
- Elimination match
- Map-No escape

Dota 2
- Team size : 5 members
- Mode : CM
- Re-entry allowed in prelims

SPORTS EVENTS

Mini Cricket
- Maximum of 6+1 players
- 20 balls game
- Re-entry allowed in prelims

Mini Kabaddi
- 5+1 players per team
- As per the pro kabaddi rules
- Min 4 player on the court to get bonus point.
- 2 points for lona
- 25sec per raid

Mini Basketball
- Maximum 3+1 per team
- 3 on 3 match
- Duration: 12 minutes

Mini Soccer
- Team size: 5+2 members
- Duration: 15 minutes
- Re-entry allowed in prelims

Mini Volleyball
- Team of 3
2 Set matches for 21 points with court change after one set (or it can be after every 7 points)
- In case of a tie a third set for 15 points is played
- Rotation of players is not required and no substitutions are allowed
- With the ball in his court a team has 3 chances to clear it by alternating the touch
- With other players in the team

**Arm Wresting**
- One foot must always be in contact with the floor
- Non pulling hand should be in contact with the peg
- Competitors must set their competing elbow on the elbow pad, square their shoulders and present an open hand

**ART EVENTS**

**Collage**
- Scissors and sketch pens not allowed
- Maximum of 3 members per team
- Duration: 90 minutes
- Topic will be given on spot
- Charts will be provided

**Face Painting**
- Duration: 90 minutes
- Theme will be announced on spot
- Paints should be brought by the participants

**Sketching**
- Duration: 90 minutes
- Solo Participants only
- Sheets will be provided
- Topic will be given on spot
- Participants must bring their own materials

**Rangoli**
- 2 per team
- At the most 4 colors can be used
- Should not carry any designs
- Time limit: 45 mins

**Mehandi**
- 2 per team
- Get your own cones
- Time limit: 45 mins
- Should not carry any designs

**Tattoo Art**
- 2 per team
- Carry your own pens
- Time limit: 1 hour

**MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS**

**Dumb Charades**
- 3 members per team
- Rules will be given prior to every round

**General Quiz**
- 3 members per team
- Rounds will be general and about India
- Written prelims will be held

**F.R.I.E.N.D.S. Quiz**
- Three people per team
- No phones, malpractice, gadgets, chits, etc
- General quiz rules applied
- Time limit will not be extended

**Creative Writing (English and Kannada)**
- Solo Participant
- Sheets will be given

- Topic will be given on spot
- Duration: 90 minutes

**Sudohu**
- Solo participants only
- Duration: 15 minutes

**Dubsmash**
- Max 2 people can appear in the video
- 10+10 seconds video
- The video has to be sent to the coordinator one day prior the event
- Top ten entries will have to dub on spot for the final round

**Best Text**
- Text a given paragraph within one minute without any spelling errors
- No swiping or usage of stylus
- Without using T9 dictionary

**Spot Click**
- Solo participant
- Theme will be provided on spot
- Duration: 90 minutes
- Mobile phone cameras not allowed
- One snapshot should be submitted in jpeg format
- Photo-shoot within the campus
- Editing not allowed

**Bucket Selfie**
- A list of objects around the campus is provided
- A team of two
- Team which comes back first after taking one selfie with each object wins

**Minute to Win It**
- Rules applicable as per the given game.

**Hogathon**
- Rules will be declared on spot

**Slow Drag for boys**
- Geared two wheelers
- License and Helmets a must for participation
- Participants should make their own arrangements for vehicles
- College will not be held responsible for any kind of vehicle or physical damage

**Tug of War**
- Maximum 6+1 per team
- General rules of Tug of War applicable
- Re-entry allowed in prelims

**Treasure Hunt**
- The organization is not responsible for any sort of Accident and Traffic Rules Violation
- 3 persons in a team
- Radius of 5 km

**Short Movie**
- Duration: 10+2 minutes
- The movie should be recorded in DVD and submitted

**Note:**
*Host College will not be participating for main stage events (Performance only).
*Minimum 6 teams for all events, for 6 team only one prize. For more than 6, two prizes will be announced. For less than 6 teams, event will be cancelled and participation fee will be refunded.
*In case of any discretion regarding the judgment, the decision of judges and college authorities is final.